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Reimagine your boundaries. We’ll get you there.

PRODUCT FEATURES

 ■ Padded waist belt. 

 ■ Offset work positioning side attachment points. 

 ■ Reinforced front bridge for attaching to abseil or climbing rope. 

 ■ Large bridge sliding ring rated to 25kN. 

 ■ Tool loops rated to 2kg. 

 ■ Large leg supports with adjustable, elasticated risers. 

 ■ Waist belt tool loops. 

 ■ Breathable extra thick 3D moisture wicking shoulder padding. 

 ■ Extra wide, padded leg straps.  

 ■ Quick connect adjustable buckles with connection indicator.  

 ■ Polyester webbing construction. 

 ■ Forged steel hardware. Available in 2 sizes.

This product is subject to a 6 monthly detailed inspection. A rescue plan shall be in place to deal with any emergencies that could arise.  

PROFESSIONAL TREE WORK HARNESS

HTP0468

The Tree Top Professional Harness is the result of extensive 
collaboration with specialist arborist teams. The specifically 
designed harness has added features to suit the unique 
requirements of professional tree climbers. 

The sliding ring on the reinforced bridge provides a well-balanced 
centre of gravity enabling maximum freedom of movement with 
multiple tool loops including a chainsaw rated attachment loop 
central to the back. 

Our advanced 3D moisture-wicking mesh fabric waist belt and leg 
supports provide advanced breathability drawing moisture away 
from the body while creating maximum comfort.

RATING: 150kg LIFESPAN: Up to 10 Years

CERTIFICATION:  
EN 358:2018, EN 813:2008

EN 358:2018 Personal protective equipment for work positioning 
and prevention of falls from a height. Belts and lanyards for work 
positioning or restraint

EN 813:2008 Personal fall protection equipment. Sit harnesses
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MODEL SIZE WEIGHT (G) DIMENSIONS MATERIAL RATING (KG)

HTP0468UNI UNI 1780g 85 - 120cm waist Polyester webbing 45mm

Steel hardware
150kg

HTP0468XXL XXL 1820g 90 - 140cm waist


